Recent advances in the stochastic simulation of biological systems have exploited the weighted dependency di-graph as a compact representation of the computational workload. It was largely used to represent the causal relationships among reactions and then to determine their cause-effect implications. Although critical for several applications, the topology of the dependency graph has been little studied so far.
INTRODUCTION
Natural phenomena, ranging from chemical to ecological systems, are frequently summarized by networks, G = (V, E), where the set V of vertices represents actors (e.g., atoms, proteins, cells, organisms), and the set E of edges collects their relationships (e.g., collisions, bindings).
Research on biological networks has considerably capitalized on the way of discovering/classifying the architectural structure of the biological systems. Topology indices were largely employed to measure static properties like essentiality, lethality, fragmentation, reachability, connectivity [20] on real case studies (see e.g., [1, 7, 8, 12, 13] ). However, having nature also a strong dynamic component, other properties like competition, cooperation, affinity and dissimilarity were contemporarily targeted by complementary investigations. Hence, static and dynamic properties are deemed to be two precious fragments of a Rosetta Stone, whose joint Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. understanding is the key for deciphering the functioning of nature.
Simulation is a notable representative of the dynamic analysis techniques and it is used to predict the temporal behavior of target systems. By simulation, a system (like the one in Fig. 1(a) ) is realized in a number of traces, which may significantly vary if produced under continuous rather than discrete assumptions. As a matter of fact, traces in Fig. 1(b) ) that have a similar steady state, significantly differ because of a noisy component. Several real case studies (e.g., [17, 22] ) have proven the importance of such a stochastic component.
The Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA) [10] is the de-facto standard algorithm for the stochastic simulation of biological systems. SSA considers a set {S1, . . . , SN } of well stirred biochemical species that evolve through M > 1 reactions {R1, . . . RM }. The algorithm produces a trace in the solution space of the Chemical Master Equation [11] by computing the next reaction density function p(τ, j|⃗ s, t) = aj(⃗ s)e −a 0 (⃗ s)τ . This function defines the probability that in the current state ⃗ s and at the time t, the next reaction will be Rj and will occur in the infinitesimal time interval [t + τ, t + τ + dt). The propensity function aj(⃗ s) is proportional to the number of possible active instances of the reaction Rj [11] . For instance, the reaction r2 of Fig. 1(a) has a propensity a2 (⃗ s 
is the number of active instances of r2 in the current state, and the constant c2 depends on the physics of X and Y . The algorithm iterates by taking a random sample for τ and j at each step, and then by updating ⃗ s and, consequently, a(⃗ s).
The computational precision provided by the stochastic simulation comes at the price of a considerable simulation time or, even, of the overall impossibility to simulate large systems [2] . Parallel stochastic simulation aims at making the overall computation feasible by distributing the simulation of a single trajectory to many processing units. To do that, it is strictly required to optimally partition the workload (i.e., the reactions) of a simulation, conveniently represented by the Dependency Graph (DG) [9] , into groups of reactions that are as much as possible independent [6, 16] . The nodes of a DG are reactions, linked by an edge if the execution of one changes the propensity of the other.
To capture the strength of the dependency between any two reactions i and j, we here consider a weighted DG (wDG), where the label of an arc (i, j) is the propensity, ai(⃗ s), of the reaction i. Over a wDG, we compute some topology indices in order to gather some information about the structure of the network. But such indices have been claimed to statically work on wDG, then an interesting problem arises: are they able to capture also the dynamical aspects of a wDG? In other words, given two reactions i and j and a topological index C that maps reactions into reals, from C(i) > C(j), can we conclude something about the dynamic behavior of i and j by C? A positive answer would enable us to use such indices in the partitioning of the wDG and to easily simulate it in parallel.
In this work, we propose some preliminary investigations of the interplay between topological indices and stochastic simulation. The organization of the paper reflects this purpose. In Sect. 2 we provide the methods used in this work. We present (i) a formal definition of the wDG, (ii) the rationale and the mathematics behind some topological indices and (iii) some implementation aspects of our analysis library, which combines stochastic simulation and topological indices computing. Then, Sect. 3 presents the way we mixed stochastic simulation with topological analysis and gives some preliminary measures of the variability of the proposed indices over two real case studies. Sect. 4 concludes the paper.
METHODS
Formally, let R be a set of chemical reactions; let Ri and Rj be two reactions in R; let reactants{Ri} be the set of chemical reactants in Ri, and product{Ri} be the set of chemical products of the reaction Ri: Definition 1. Rj depends on (or is influenced by) Ri if there exists at least one species s ∈ reactants {Rj} such that s ∈ reactants{Ri} ∪ products{Ri}.
On the basis of this definition, any biological system can be represented in terms of the dependency of its constituent reactions as a wDG. Vertices embody the biological interactions (i.e., reactions) and edges represent the causal dependencies among vertices in terms of the functions aj(⃗ x). Therefore, the relevance of a given dependency varies with time, since it equals the propensity of the reaction that causes it; a given edge has thus a weight which is the propensity of the node (i.e., reaction) where it issues from.
Centrality indices
In order to dig critical nodes out of a wDG, we put stress on different definitions of node centrality and we borrow some methods from the social science. Degree, closeness, graph, betweenness and stress centrality measures [23, 21] are just few among a many available indices. Some are based on enumeration of links or shortest paths (degree, stress and betweenness) and others derive from the measurement of the distances between pairs of nodes (graph and closeness).
Let us define a path from s ∈ V to t ∈ V as an alternating sequence of vertices and edges, beginning with s and ending with t, such that each edge connects its preceding with its succeeding vertex. The length of a path is the sum of the inverse weights of its edges. The idea is that faster reactions, i.e., those with the highest rates/weights, minimize the distance between nodes. Therefore, we compute the distance between two vertices s and t, written dG(s, t), as the minimum length of any path connecting s and t in G. By definition, dG(s, s) = 0 for every s ∈ V . Note that, it is not required that dG(s, t) = dG(t, s).
Degree centrality is based on the idea that important nodes are those with the largest number of ties to other nodes in the graph. It is often interpreted in terms of the immediate involvement of nodes in relationships established through the network. Let wus be the weight of the arc connecting node u with node s, the degree centrality of a node u is:
wus according to which the higher is the degree value, the more important (connected) is the node.
Closeness centrality is defined in a metric space where nodes are ranked because of their geodesic distances or 'proximity' to other nodes of the graph. Indeed, an important node is typically 'close' to, and can communicate quickly with the other nodes in the graph. In other words, it can be regarded as a measure of how important is a node in relationship to the reachability of any other node. Closeness is computed as
.
"Shallow" vertices have higher closeness. Graph Centrality is the invert of the maximum of all geodesic distances from a node to all other nodes in the network. In not-connected networks, the centrality values of all nodes will be zero, since the distance to some nodes is infinite. It is formulated as:
Nodes with high Cce have short distances to all other nodes.
Betweenness centrality measures the influence a node has over the spread of information through the network. Betweenness, in its basic version, is computed as the fraction of shortest paths between node pairs that pass through the node of interest. Its mathematical expression is
where σs,t is the number of shortest paths from s to t, and σs,t(u) is the number of shortest paths from s to t that pass through a vertex u. Vertices that occur on many shortest paths between other vertices have higher betweenness. Stress centrality was designed to answer the question: 'how much work is done by each vertex in a communication network?'. The assumption is that, counting the number of shortest paths that contain an element u, gives an approximation of the amount of 'work' or 'stress' the node has to sustain in the network. It results from the sum:
σs,t(u).
The higher Cs(u) is, the more central (and busy) is u.
Implementation
The interleaving tasks of simulating and of measuring the importance of reactions have been implemented in the analysis library we make use of in this work 1 . It is written in C# and runs within .Net framework 4. It is made up of 4 modules that are respectively in charge of (i) loading a biological system written in SBML (Systems Biology Markup Language) [14] , (ii) building the corresponding wDG, (iii) step-wise simulating the wDG and (iv) step-wise ranking the reactions through the indices (see Fig. 2 ).
SBML files are parsed through the libSBML library [4] . In this version of the library, we extract information about species (i.e. species names and initial copy numbers) and reactions only. Reactions are further dissected in their constituent pieces (i.e. reactants and products, stoichiometry values, and kinetic laws, which embody the propensities of the reactions). This minimal set of information is enough to build a wDG. The job is done by means of NodeXL [24] , a third-party library.
The wDG undergoes simulation by a tunable implementation of the SSA (direct method ). From an initial state, our SSA is designed to simulate until a chosen time tpause, and then, to return the current state of the system. The state of the system lies in the copy number of the species and, therefore, in a new set of weights of the edges of the wDG. At each pause, the wDG is updated with the latest system state and then ranked by the centrality indices.
Indices are based on two main concepts: (shortest) path and distance. Distance depends on the weight of the edges, in turn. Weight is a real positive number which equals zero if the propensity of the reaction is zero, i.e., the reaction is not enabled in the current state. We compute distances and paths together by a custom modification of the Dijkstra's algorithm. It returns a path for each pair of connected vertices, i.e. a list of Dictionary<IVertex, Node>, where IVertex is a node of the wDG and Node is a struct that 1 The library is freely available upon request to the authors. stores both a link from IVertex to any preceding vertex and their distances. During the construction of all paths, the information about the number of shortest paths from any pair (s, t) of vertices that some other vertex (u) lies on is accounted (i.e., σs,t(u)), as well as the total number of computed paths (i.e., σs,t). Contrarily, the distance between any two vertices (i.e., dG(s, t)), as well as the maximum distance between one vertex s and any other vertex t ∈ V can be calculated off-line, namely by browsing the path(s) between them.
Summarizing, at each simulation pause, the wDG gets updated with the last computed state of the system and subsequently ranked by the 5 indices. The ranking process labels vertices with a value-pair made by the index name (taken out of an indices dictionary) and the computed score. Then, a snapshot of the wDG (vertices and edges metadata) is recorded in as many tables as the number of computed indices, where each row contains the time when the simulation paused and as many columns as the computed ranks, or, alternatively, as the number of reactions. The double process simulation-ranking repeats until simulation reaches a userdefined final time t end .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have tested our library over the models 37 and 260 of the BioModels Database [5] 2 . With them, we have verified if the indices can capture the dynamic aspects of biological networks and if they can discriminate reactions and help in partitioning wDG. Moldel 37 describes the kinetics of the sensory control of sporulation in Physarum polycephalum [19] . The model includes 12 reactions (see the DG of Fig. 3(a) ) and describes the time evolution of the sporulation signal S (Fig. 3(a) ). The signal S stabilizes around a value of 30, even if stochastic noise produces sensible variations in the steady state of S. Moreover, even if the network is quite small, it has a nice structure, because some nodes look like quite isolated while other nodes are more connected.
The five indices introduced in Sect. 2.1 are calculated every 0.1 hours, for a total simulation time of 30 hours. Fig. 4 summarizes these experiments. Two glyphs are used to denote the initial (▴) and the mean (•) values of the indices, which we have recorded during the simulation. Moreover, bars are plotted between the mean value plus and minus a standard deviation. With this setting we aim at evaluating if the computation of such static indices can give meaningful information about the dynamics of our systems. Concretely, we want to check how far the mean value of an index goes from its initial value during simulation. In any case, the evaluation of these indices can be easily misinterpreted. For instance, looking at the initial value of the Degree centrality index calculated for reactions 8 (r8) and 9 (r9), we may superficially conclude that r8 is less important than r9. However, the mean values of the two reactions confute this conclusion, since at the steady state it results that r8 is definitely more important than r9.
At a first inspection of Fig. 4 , Degree, Closeness, and Graph centrality calculated at their steady state move greatly away from their initial values. Contrarily, Betweenness and Stress give more interesting results. Even if for some reactions the initial values of the indices are not within the boundaries of their standard deviations, the two indices are able to statically characterize the reactions r3, r5, and r6 as the most important. By stochastic simulation we confirm this observation. On the other hand, reactions r2, r9, and r12 are wrongly ranked. By inspecting the mean values of the Stress index we can conclude that r9 is more important than r2 and r12. The result is confirmed by Fig. 6 , where the time evolution of the Stress index is plotted for the reactions r2 and r9. The same considerations are valid for Betweenness.
This bunch of experiments performed on the model 37 let us state that the indices that enumerate shortest paths (Betweenness and Stress) capture the dynamic behavior of a system better than those based on computing the distances between nodes (Graph and Closeness). This is due to the fact that distances among nodes (reactions) in a wDG can change over time, while the overall traffic is quite stable, i.e., nodes with highest importance are less sensible to the variation of time. Finally, Degree centrality seems to work badly in the context of this work, since it does not take into account the dependency among reactions (paths). We have tested these conjectures on the model 260 as well. Model 260 describes the dynamic behaviour of iron pools and fluxes in mammalian organisms [18] . In particular, the model traces iron levels in major tissues and organs for 28 days. Fig. 7(b) reports the time evolution of the iron levels in the bone marrow, the RBC, and the muscle tissue. The wDG in Fig. 7(a) has 29 reactions and it is a quite dense graph. The main difference with respect to model 37 is the impact of stochastic noise: the system reaches a stable state that is not very noisy. A deeper inspection of the time evolution of the indices gives some interesting insights. For instance, Fig. 9 shows the time evolution of Closeness centrality for reactions r4 and r5. It emerges that, even if model 260 is quite stable with respect to the stochastic noise, Closeness centrality is really noisy. The same is true also for the Graph centrality index. In the case of model 260, indices that enumerate shortest paths (Betweenness and Stress) do not behave better. For instance, Fig. 9 depicts the time evolution of Betweenness index for reactions r10 and r26. Even if on a different scale, the stochastic noise is dominant and does not allow to draw meaningful conclusion on the importance of these reactions. We conclude the paper discussing these preliminary experimental results.
DISCUSSION
Most analysis procedures and routines acting on biological networks do their job mostly regardless of any dynamic considerations. In spite of this, we have here discussed the importance of considering the natural dynamism of some key parameters as, e.g., the reaction propensity in the field of stochastic simulation. In particular, we have studied the impact of change of 5 topological indices on weighted graphs. They have been calculated at fixed time during simulation. Index calculation and simulation were mixed in an interleaving process and tested on two real case studies.
Despite the preliminary stage of this work, some important implications came out. First of all, it emerged that none of the computed indices is almost constant during the simulation, namely, indices are not completely able to capture the dynamism of the biological systems. But by a deeper inspection we noticed a significant difference between results of both models. This advices us that the architecture of the considered network deeply affects the topological analysis, and therefore that it could be wrong comparing different networks on the only basis of the computed indices. In the case of model 37, Betweenness and Stress centrality give a sufficiently correct partition between more and less important reactions. Moreover, the static values of these indices, i.e., the values computed in the initial state, give meaningful information also about the dynamic evolution of the system. Unfortunately, this is not the case for the model 260. The motivation of this lies in the different structure of the wDG associated to the models: the network associated to model 37 is sparse, i.e., the overall number of dependencies is small in respect to the number of reactions, while the wDG of model 260 is quite dense. Nevertheless, this last consideration opens a panel of discussion in the field of parallel stochastic simulation.
Parallel stochastic simulation tries to reduce the total computing time by distributing the simulation of a trajectory to many processing units. A basic requisite is to find an (almost) optimal partition of the set of reactions, represented by a wDG. Reaction sets have to be chosen in a way that the propensity of the boundary reactions (those that link reactions not located in the same set) is the lowest possible. This guarantees that each two linked groups are maximally independent. As our experiments have shown, dependencies change dynamically during a simulation and then require to be carefully monitored. In fact, large changes in the propensities of the boundary reactions would cause a forced run-time rearrangement of the groups in order to bring the boundary dependencies down. The analysis results on model 37 suggest that Betweenness and Stress could profitably point out reactions that are good candidate to be "boundary". The idea is that reactions with lower values of Betweenness (Stress) are less central to the network activity. In this context, the bad performances of the indices on model 260 are not surprising because, being the wDG dense, it is really challenging to find a good partition. These considerations suggest that parallel stochastic simulation could be a good approach only for sparse networks, that are, however, typical for biochemical systems.
Presented results are planned to be strengthened by the consideration that, sometimes, groups of nodes could be collectively ranked as more important than the sum of the individual ranks. Therefore, groups centrality indices will be included in future developments [3] . Furthermore, considering either only individual nodes or the whole groups could not be actually the key to assess the importance of a node. A meso-scale view could account for the strength of the direct effects of a node together with the indirect effects exerted on/by other nodes [15] .
